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VIDIONVIDION

The first platform for open independent video-journalism

VIDION is the first platform for open independent video-journalism developed on 

the blockchain technology.

VIDION connects stringers and media, and gives an opportunity to any individual 

with a smartphone camera to become in high demand; for the media 

professionals, it is an opportunity to select the best video offers.

VIDION will save the media’s time, effort and finance that they expend in search 

for freelance journalists and non-professional correspondents (stringers). 

Production and sale of video footage will run more smoothly and become 

profitable and truly open for everyone.

Transparent monetization and an opportunity to have a unique selection of 

content will lead to the emergence of a fundamentally new way of interaction 

between freelance correspondents and the media that enables generation of 

commercial content.
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IntroductionIntroduction

The VIDION platform aims to transform the current video market and to engage 

thousands of individuals in the creative industry of news and commercial video.

The blockchain technology provides media, professional journalists, and non-

professionals who find themselves witnessing a significant event, with a 

transparent and safe payment model in real time. VIDION brings together a 

content creator and a commissioning customer and guarantees secure payment.  

The payment model underpinned by Ethereum smart contract technology sets 

VIDION apart from any other comparable platform. 

Taxes, high operational costs with high commissions as well as lack of a fair rating 

system render common commercial content platforms ineffective.  VIDION smart 

contracts enable a  transparent and open interaction between content creators 

and content consumers, thus eliminating a fundamental communication problem 

between them. 

Hundreds of people witness major events every day. Today’s smartphone cameras 

can compete with the professional cameras of the past decade in quality of the 

footage. However, the video owner doesn’t always benefit from it and often 

chooses to publish their footage in social networks. At the same time, the media 

fail to get exclusive content, losing to the social networks both in timeliness and 

variety.

VIDION will change this situation by making unique content creation profitable for 

everyone. Inevitably, the quality of content will also improve, as on seeing a 

potential reward for their work, people will strive to improve their skills, use better 

tools and innovate.
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Current state of arrangement between the media and string 

correspondents  

Almost all major media agencies, in one way or another, run projects involving 

freelancers. The Washington Post manages their “ ” where journalists Talent Network

and writers pitch their stories. The New York Times “freelance-written journalism 

attracts a larger audience on average than … staff-written journalism”.  Media 

demand for exclusive video reporting is evident; it is seen in daily media activity as 

well as in the currently available content aggregation services.

The ease of information dissemination has reduced the numbers of  USA media 

agencies who have staff journalists working abroad.

In the meantime, the demand produced by the media for play-by-play videos is 

exceptionally high. It is no coincidence that some TV networks have established in-

house video services, such as Ruptly and RT channel.

Attempt to create a platform that would bring together content makers and media 

outlets have been made several times over the past 3-5 years. Examples of such 

platforms are . These attempts confirm that the issue LifeCorr, Babo, Stringershub

we aim to solve in Vidion is still current. The projects mentioned above, however, did 

not become widely adopted, and some of them have long since stopped working.

Traditionally organized services could not solve many media and witness issues as 

they did not have access to blockchain. No infrastructure for content exchange was 

created, and copyright issues were not resolved. Each media outlet has to tackle 

them on their own. However, we can offer a permanent and immediate solution to 

these problems.
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What sort of problems are we talking about exactly?

From a reporter's perspective: 

1. Lack of informational awareness.

Witnesses of breaking news often publish their videos on free Internet channels: 

Twitter, YouTube, Instagram and other social networks offer straightforward and 

convenient functionality for video publishing, and people are willing to use it. 

Videos that may improve any TV channel ratings are shared via a people's network. 

The problem here is that most are unaware of an opportunity to benefit from their 

videos.

2. Pricing issue.

A video might cost dozens, hundreds or even thousands of dollars. However, due 

to a lack of a proper market, the price of a piece of content is often lower than it is 

expected to be. Additionally, the final price is affected by the platform’s service fee. 

As an example, , an active video aggregation platform, has a fee of  Stringershub

100%, i.e., they take as much as the stringer does for the piece of content they 

produced. As a result, the deal is significantly less favorable for the media outlet. 

We believe service fees should be reasonable.

3. Anonymity issue.

The content creators often wish to stay anonymous for some reason or another. 

Maybe they are working in flashpoints or on the scene of an accident. In such 

cases, the disclosure of their details could threaten their life or freedom. Although 

most media ensure the protection of personal information of their non-staff 

contributors, their security is significantly weaker than that provided by 

blockchain technology. 
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From the media perspective:

1. Copyright issues.

In most cases, in a deal between the media outlet and the content creator, the 

matter of ownership of intellectual property is not touched upon at all. It can be 

entirely unclear if the editorial office now owns the video or if the author still owns 

it. Can the author sell the video to another media outlet? Can the editorial office 

resell the clip? These are the sort of issues the media has to resolve every day, 

especially when it involves working across borders and dealing with legal systems 

of different countries. 

2. Payment issues.

Paying for the received content can become a big issue for the media outlet. Or, to 

be exact, the process of payment. Many TV networks can pay only after the 

contract is signed and they can transfer the payment only to the bank account. 

Money transfer by plastic card or phone number, while more straightforward, is 

not always an option.

3. Originality and uniqueness issues.

Instead of developing their freelance network, many media agencies subscribe to 

large news services. It inevitably leads to different media agencies broadcasting 

the same footage. Similar-looking materials and lack of identity in the eyes of the 

audience has a negative impact on the media outlet’s ability to compete, its 

reputation and, ultimately, its gains. 
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FUNCTIONALITYCore functionality

VIDION is a platform for original video content acquisition, aimed at business, 

primarily in the media domain, such as media agencies, video news services, 

television or corporate clients. More people nowadays are getting involved in 

videography and being paid for it. VIDION’s goal is to upscale this activity while 

lowering the learning curve as much as possible.  

Content creators and content buyers will interact via a video hosting platform. 

This platform has the capability for both pitching the content and for 

commissioning specific assignments. 

At the initial stage of the project, we cater to one specific segment of the market: 

transfer of video content from string journalists (eyewitnesses) to editorial offices. 

In the future, the functionality of the project may be significantly expanded upon 

(see: “Future development of the project”)

The platform offers its participants several levels of access to platform capabilities. 

The  service access key is the project's VIDI token.

Correspondents will be able to access the platform without a token (restricted 

access). 

VIDION's core functionality will require the following components to be in place, 

each of them using smart-contracts of public blockchain:  
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Selling and Buying Content 

Our trading approach suggests that a content creator will get the maximum price 

for their product.

One will purchase content either via an auction in which all platform token holders 

can participate or at a fixed price set up by the correspondent.



When the price is fixed, it is the correspondent that reviews the offers and selects a 

buyer. There can be instances when a correspondent may choose a lower offer of a 

price for an opportunity to add to their portfolio work with a large and reputable 

media agency.

Why do we think this system is necessary? Because even the VIDION's elaborate 

rating and auto-selection system underpinned by the Ethereum smart-contracts 

is unable to deal with individual and non-typical situations. 

Besides, this system makes trading more flexible.

For its content selling service, VIDION will charge a commission agreed in the 

smart-contract.

 

In an auction, the correspondent sets a starting price. Standard incremental bids 

for a news video are set up at 100 VIDI tokens. 

The auction also has a time limit. After reaching this limit, the video sells at a 

minimum price that becomes fixed. 

The content creator can also set a buyout price for their material, and once the 

bidding reaches this price, the auction automatically stops. The Ethereum smart 

contract enables fairness and transparency of the sale.
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Voting process

The blockchain technology facilitates genuinely fair and transparent voting. No 

one understands the criteria for selection of the top YouTube videos. Smart-

contracts where everyone can see that the voting was fair, on the other hand, 

support promotion of the best materials.

Types of voting in VIDION:

1. Content vote. Generates an independent rating of materials and content 

creators (correspondents)



2.  Media vote. Generates a media agency rating, regional ratings, and overall world 

rating

3. Platform development vote. We believe that each token holder should be a full 

participant and borderline part-owner of the project and have an impact on its 

development. This kind of decentralization is the essence of the blockchain 

technology. As such, when new functionality development plans will be presented 

to the token holders, their views will be taken into account. In this case, the 

calculation of votes is non-linear and is dependent on the number of tokens held 

by a voter.
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Media ratings

Similar to the content vote, transparent voting for the media ratings will foster 

assessment of their quality through an independent and valid vote. The idea is 

very pertinent at the moment – Elon Musk is planning to launch a site that will 

assess the credibility of journalist work (the site appears to be called “Pravda”). The 

two resources can complement or compete with each other.

Long format videos

Collaboration with professional video journalists is yet another objective of VIDION. 

Professionally created video content will set quality standards for the entire 

platform.  The VIDION project itself will be able to commission video content and 

will impartially rate its value.

Moderators

As the service grows, VIDION will need to establish some control over video 

content: politically motivated or fake material will inevitably call for moderation. 

Moderating activity will be transparent for the entire community, which will 

prevent the abuse of the process.  Moderators will be monitoring duplicated 

videos and make decisions on contentious issues of authorship. 



Content and platform PR

At present, there is still no platform which fully utilizes the blockchain capabilities. 

The key factor in the platform success will be its popularity with the users. It is they 

who create both content and the community that governs this content. To attract 

experienced and novice videographers, a considerable proportion of investment 

received during the ICO will be spent on PR and project promotion. 
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Platform access levels

To attract beginners and to lower the minimum entry requirements as much as 

possible, VIDION offers free starting positions for content creators.

Holding a VIDI token to access service is a mandatory condition for the media (i.e., 

commissioning customer) because the token serves a role of a payment vehicle 

between the media and correspondents within the platform. A token is also a unit 

of payment for a specific access level both for content creators and content 

consumers. For both of them,  different access levels to platform functionality will 

be enabled.

Content

produced

 Content published

on the platform

Media bids Higher bidder

gets the material

Journalist work scheme



Media commissions

a job

Reporters offer

services and cost

Media selects

the best for the job

Get and pay

for content

Media work scheme

Free platform access.

Free platform access as a minimum entry level has significant 

limitations. In this case, a potential content creator will not have 

platform tokens but can see the platform capabilities and functionality. 

Upon selling a video clip to a media outlet, they get paid in the 

platform’s tokens, obtain the status of a content creator, and gain access 

to full functionality of the platform: the ability to auction their content, 

get assignments from media outlets, and other. From this point forward, 

the user has to keep at least a minimum sum of tokens on their account, 

as token ownership is the key to getting the access to the platform and 

its functions, including the new video uploads.

Functionality available for correspondents:

Access levels range from minimal functionality with the lowest entry requirements 

to the more complex for the professionals. 

Each of the levels comprises a set of functions, from restricted at the minimal level 

to full access at the top level.



Option to fulfill media commissioned assignments.

To take assignments from media, the user must hold a sum of platform 

tokens, as tokens perform a role of access keys to full functionality.

Option to auction content.

The auction is a way to get the maximum price for your material. Every 

auction participant, both the media commissioning an assignment and 

the correspondent, must have platform tokens.

MEDIA

Option to apply for commissioned work.

Correspondents can ask for specific commissions they can complete due 

to geographical proximity or professional interests.

Correspondent rating.

Each token holder participates in the general rating, with the voting 

underpinned by blockchain technology. 

Dedicated promotional positions in the ratings.

Content can be promoted in distinctive advertising positions in the 

rankings; these positions are paid for by the platform tokens

This function is not available at the minimum functionality level but is 

provided only to the platform token holders. It improves the quality of 

content and protects the platform from poor quality content.

Anonymity.



Functionality available to the Media:

Access to a single region content.

 This is the minimal access level on offer to regional media with tokens in 

their possession.

This is a special function allowing the publication of self-produced 

documentaries, clip-arts and other forms of video content.

Option to post own films.

Customer rating.

A unique rating for customers who do not have a media status (blogs 

and individuals).

Overall world media rating.

Media agencies whose operation is not tied to a specific region are 

ranked in the global media rating.

Option to make assignments.

Media can commission work and select correspondents for their 

execution.

Regional media agencies are included in the local ratings without being 

added to the overall world rating.

Regional rating.



Dedicated promotional positions in the ratings.

Specific marked spots in rating can be given for promotion of media and 

paid for by the platform token.

Priority right to purchase content.

Platform tokens can be used to pay for the priority right to buy content. 

Global media have priority above regional media.

Promotion.

Promotion of media agencies within the platform to attract professional 

journalists.
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Access levels for content creators:

Witness 

Free platform

access

Option to post

a video

Correspondent 

MEDIA

Option to fulfill

media assignments

Anonymity

Right to auction

content

Correspondent

rating

Mailing lists.

Job offers and important assignments for journalists meeting specific 

parameters or those with a high rating.



VIP Correspondent

MEDIA

Option to fulfill

media assignments

Anonymity

Dedicated promotional

positions in the rating

Right to auction

content

Correspondent

rating

Opportunity to apply

for specific assignments

Documentary producer

Option to post

documentaries
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Access levels for the Media:

Regional media

Media

Access to a single

region content

Regional

rating

Overall world

media rating

Option to commission

assignments

Priority right to

purchase content

Access to video content

across the world
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VIP Media

Private individuals looking to buy content

Overall world

media rating

Option to commission

assignments

Priority right to

purchase content

Dedicated promotional

positions in the ratings

Promotion Distribution lists

Commissioning

customer rating

Option to commission

assignments

Priority right to

purchase content



developmentFuture development
of the platform 

The previous section outlined VIDION core functionality. Blockchain and smart 

contracts foster transparency, anonymity, and fairness in the interactions of the 

platform participants.  This feature positively sets VIDION apart from all current 

ways in which content creators and their customers interact.

 

Blockchain also allows the creation of new methods of social and commercial 

interaction.

 

Determined by the amount of investment received in the ICO stage, VIDION will 

be developing functionality that is not directly related to its primary aim of an 

open independent journalist platform. Specific solutions in the digital rights 

management, voting system, and rating system can be developed in many other 

areas beyond their particular application in the production and sale of video 

content.

Today, the VIDION team envisions the following future direction of travel for the 

platform:

"Off-the-shelf" solution for related areas

The platform comprises a number of blockchain based solutions:

Token

Escrow service

Trading, bids

DRM

Banlist

Rating system



After VIDION's components have been tested in operation, they can be utilized in 

similar projects in other areas. The solutions developed by the VIDION team has a 

high potential: they can be used beyond the video content. Parts of VIDION code 

and operational experience can be applied to music or other types of content 

projects. VIDION solutions related to the functioning of the community, 

determination of authorship and protection of the content creator rights may 

become a framework for blockchain projects, unrelated to video journalism.

 

Access to parts of the platform code will be available to developers in exchange for 

their project tokens.

Research and development  

One of the critical responsibilities that the VIDION video content storage faces is 

authorship protection. Research and development in this area will be a part of 

platform development. We will focus on the possibilities offered by artificial 

intelligence for video comparison, search for duplicates and determination of 

authorship within the VIDION platform.  If a breakthrough is achieved in this area, 

the authorship determination system can be extended onto the other large video 

platforms, such as YouTube and Facebook.
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Implementation of the platform's Internet TV

Unrestricted by media politics, an open and accessible platform has a high 

potential and can commission video materials by itself. Materials that remain 

unsold in VIDION can be streamed on Internet TV, at a correspondent's request.

 

VIDION Internet TV, as envisioned at this stage is a set of thematic channels that 

will stream videos recorded by platform participants. These can be videos that 

were not bought by the media, documentaries commissioned by the platform or 

materials filmed explicitly for VIDION.

 

Once the platform becomes profitable for the platform owners, creators of the 

video material will be paid on the basis of rating and number of views.



Viewers' donations to the authors can become yet another source of video 

monetization in VIDION Internet TV. This system will be similar to existing 

platforms, e.g., Patreon, but based on blockchain.

Training materials

The high quality of the videos posted on the VIDION platform and its continuous 

improvement is essential to us. The platform can also start commissioning training 

content where experienced journalists will share their professional advice and tips 

about filming, processing, and editing of video. Chargeable courses of the high 

level of complexity can also be posted on the platform. In this instance, VIDI tokens 

will be used to pay for access to these materials. Both parties in the transaction 

(author - trainee) will need to be token holders, and the platform will charge a 

fixed commission.

Online Hardware shop 

 

Our online shop will also contribute to raising the content quality. Before deciding 

on the selection to stock in our shop, we will seek professional advice; the objective 

of the online shop will be to guide beginners to the best equipment they need. 

Platform participants will act as sellers in this shop, and the platform will 

guarantee transaction safety.
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details Project technical details 
Overall  project architecture:
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To implement its core functionality the VIDION technical team has developed 

Ethereum smart contracts that underpin the platform's safety, anonymity and 

operability.

VIDION will contain the following sub-systems:

• Ethereum smart-contracts

• Middleware

• Media content storage

• Centralized services

High-level overview

The solution architecture has the following underlying design principles:

• Decentralisation, minimum points of failure

• Simplicity and convenience

• Optimization of operational costs

• Security

• Availability and reliability

• Scalability

Smart-contracts

Data storage on blockchain enables full trust between parties. It also guarantees 

permanence and inviolability of the processes. That is why in many blockchain 

projects developers tend to transfer all functionality to this technology. We, 

however, recognize that only the necessary elements need to be handled  in 

blockchain and propose the following key components to be implemented in the 

distributed network:
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VIDI Token

We will issue the token of ERC20 standard, which will be working on the 

Ethereum network. The community has long since adopted this universal 

standard; most exchange platforms trade in it; this will improve the token liquidity.

Rating sub-system 

All votes for a media agency or a correspondent will be published on the network 

thus demonstrating fairness and integrity of our rating system.  The vote 

restriction logic will be set up in the way that it will be possible to vote only after 

completing a deal with your counterparty, which will minimize system abuse. 

Digital rights management

When users publish their content on the platform, they provide the required 

metadata, establishing their ownership of the unique content. This metadata will 

be kept on the blockchain. Once a transaction is complete, this information will 

also be recorded.

Ban-list

We are unable to guarantee the integrity of all system users. To alleviate this issue, 

we have introduced a role of  “moderator” on the platform. The moderating 

activity will focus on the search for video duplicates, removal of videos with 

indecent or illegal content and the like. All correspondents breaking the service 

use rules will be added to the ban-list.
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Middleware

All functionality that needs to interface with the blockchain will do so via an API, 

that will integrate the various user interfaces. The API will be developed on the 

latest stack of technologies including NodeJS, Postgresql, RabbitMQ, and others.



Administrator and Moderator layer

For security reasons, the administrator middleware is separated from the external 

API, available to everyone, including malicious users. All the administrative 

transactions will be signed automatically with one of the defined pairs of 

encryption keys. 

Media and Correspondent layer

To create a fully decentralized network where every important action is registered 

on the blockchain, every transaction will require a user signature in the 

application.

The end user middleware will generate the necessary transactions and transfer 

them to the client side of the user interface, for signature. After obtaining the 

signature, the application front end will send out the signed transaction, and it will 

be added to the blockchain.

Storage of media content  

Middleware for media data management

The platform will implement video conversion and streaming services, optimized 

for each of the device types required to reduce traffic and load on the servers.
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IPFS

We advocate full decentralization and lack of points of failure. Hence all videos 

loaded by the users will be stored in the distributed file storage. This system is 

intended to protect the VIDION platform from mass control and restrictions. The 

media content storage is a project with an open source code developed by 

Protocol Labs with a contribution of the open source community. 



 A P2P file sharing system contains a distributed hash table, decentralized block 

exchange, and self-certifying namespace. Data exchange takes place through the 

decentralized delivery of the blocks, and the nodes do not need to trust each 

other.  The file system can be accessed via FUSE and over HTTP.

Centralized storage

We advocate maximum efficiency and optimization, hence secondary data, 

unrelated to the parties’ trust, trading operations or rating system, will be stored in 

the local PostgreSQL databases.

React 

The React framework, developed by Facebook, meets all of today’s requirements 

for a programming platform. Solutions developed within React are known for the 

high speed of the interface reaction due to the specifics of the partial rendering of 

the pages.

The VIDION team is highly experienced in developing Web and Mobile 

applications using the React framework. From a programming perspective, this 

framework is notable for the convenience of separating complex interfaces and 

server logic that allows developers to concentrate on the allocated task and 

ensure its quality.
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TokenToken economics

The service we will provide involves micro-transactions between participants 

which will keep up high demand for tokens and hence the token high market 

price. Usage of the token will significantly reduce commissions as well as ensure 

that work is completed and paid via smart-contracts.

The VIDI token is a multi-purpose instrument with different areas of application. 

The token enables the following:

Feature access

Holding a token entails certain rights, e.g., the right to use the platform, access to 

the media market, participation in platform governance and voting.

Exchange of value

The internal economics of the platform makes the token a unit of trade within the 

platform or application. Using the token, sellers and buyers can strike deals with 

each other within the platform. It also allows users to earn and to spend tokens on 

the services that are part of the platform’s internal ecosystem.

Payment for services

The token as a unit of payment for the services fuels a user’s interest in becoming 

part of the internal ecosystem. It can be a payment for development of smart-

contracts for specific functionality, deposit or just a fee for service.

Currency

VIDI token is an effective payment vehicle, a transaction mechanism and a key to 

seamless transactions on the VIDION platform. Tokens are designed to incur 

considerably lower transactional costs compared with traditional transactional 

tools.l tools.
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In summary, the VIDI Token is used as:

• Service access key

• Payment vehicle within the service

• Enhanced functionality payment

• Means of income for media and reporters

• Means of income for moderators and other roles working for the platform

• An additional reward for correspondents (platform's Internet TV)

• Fee for access to  platform code

• Right to participate in project development (voting)

• Right to take part in back-communication (online-shop, training programmes)

Tokens will be available:

1. Via token sale (private round, pre-ICO, ICO)

2. At exchange platforms, after token sale and listing are complete

3. Upon registration on the website

4. Via a bounty campaign, airdrop or in-built income generating instruments 

5. Via a planned token distribution to large media agencies and prominent 

correspondents in exchange for their PR-platforms
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VIDI tokenomics

Allocation of the funds 

• Development – 20%

• Marketing – 35%

• Funds for future growth(grants) – 15%

• Team – 10%

• Legal – 5%

• R&D (neural network) – 10%

• M&A Reserve – 5%

Token distribution

• Initial Token Offering (ITO) – 65%

• Platform fund – 5%

• Team – 12%

• Bounty campaign – 3%

• Advisers – 5%

• Distribution to key market players

  (Media and correspondents) – 15%

• M&A Reserve – 5%

Unsold tokens and management of token value

Unsold tokens will not be burnt. Instead, they will form a platform reserve fund 

intended to support the liquidity at the exchange. The fund will be used to 
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purchase tokens if the going rate is significantly lower than its mean value. Tokens 

will be sold if the token price is substantially higher than its mean value.

Standard deviation in the theory of probability and statistics is the most widely 

accepted measure that is used to quantify the amount of dispersion of a random 

variable against its mean, or expected value. In exchange trade, standard 

deviation, or σ-deviation, allows the estimation of the amount that the current 

asset price may deviate from the mean price value during the last period’s range. 

The three-sigma rule states that nearly all values of the normally distributed 

standard deviation lie within a band (x-3*sigma; x+3*sigma), where x is the mean of 

the distribution.

With 0,9973 probability, the value of the normally distributed random value lies 

within this band. 

Therefore, liquidity support will enable to lessen the extreme volatility of tokens on 

the exchange.

Token-holders will be able to buy and sell tokens at a price close to the market 

price with minimal slippage.  Service users will be able to plan their financial 

operations and transact under a minimal risk of token value fluctuation.
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gainsExpected gains
of the VIDION
platform participants

It would be difficult to predict exact gains made by the users of the platform. 

Among the reasons for that is the current absence of an amateur video market 

and specific characteristics of our platform. The price of any given video can grow 

exponentially due to bidding being one of the functions of the platform.

However, certain countries do provide statistics that help us make an educated 

guess. For instance, according to the , the average Swedish Union of Journalists

hourly pay of a freelance journalist must be 996 SEK ($114). For an eight hour 

working day, a freelancer, therefore, will be paid 7,968 SEK ($913).

The calculator feature on the Union website helps a freelancer calculate the price 

they should charge the commissioning customer for an assignment. One can also 

find estimates of average monthly earnings on this site, which is 39,000 SEK 

($4,467), an equivalent of a mid-level journalist monthly wages. Professional 

journalists can earn more, and those less experienced or without a qualification 

earn  - 22,853 SEK ($2,618), according to the 2017 data.

We consider a freelance journalist wages in Sweden a reasonable baseline for the 

VIDION platform, and the one we endeavor to emulate. The  conducted research

by U.S. News & World Report in partnership with other agencies has placed 

Sweden, one of the most economically advanced European countries, in the sixth 

position in the list of the best countries in the world.

Looking up to the standard adopted in this country, we repeat that one of 

VIDION's essential objectives is to make a creation of original content lucrative for 

the platform participants. Only once this condition is met, will the project be able 

to become truly international and worldwide.
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Assuming a minimal level of journalist wages in Sweden as average expected 

earnings on the VIDION platform, and once an active community reaches 100,000 

participants, the total volume  flowing through the platform could reach  

$3,141,600,000.
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Road MapRoad Map

Q4, 2017

•  Conceptualization and 

development of the MVP for the 

commissioned online broadcast 

video project. 
March – April 2018

• Further concept development

   ICO planning•

May 2018

• Preparing the project for the ICO.

August 1 – August 30, 2018

•  Closed round of the token sale

• Start of project development

• Alpha-version release
September 1 – September 30, 

2018

• Pre-ISO

November 1 – November 30, 2018

• ICO

December 2018 – Q1-2,  2019

• Token listing on an exchange

• A marketing campaign to stringers

• The phase of proactive negotiation 

with news companies
Q3-4, 2019

• Project technical development

Project milestones
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December 2018

• Version 1.0 release

Milestones post-token release and ICO



Disclaimer
1. This paper does not give personal, legal or financial advice. You are strongly 

advised to seek your own personal, legal or financial guidance.

2. The purpose of this paper is to introduce VIDION and the VIDI token to potential 

token-holders. The information presented below is by no means exhaustive and 

doesn’t imply any contractual arrangements. The sole objective of this paper is to 

provide relevant and well-reasoned information to potential token-holders 

intending to obtain VIDI tokens for them to be able to make an informed decision 

if a further due diligence analysis is required.

3. No information provided in this White Paper can be considered a cause for 

investment; nor does it relate to an offer to buy any stocks in any jurisdiction.

4. This paper was not written under the rules or regulations of any jurisdiction, and 

it does not fall within the scope of protection of investors.

5. The VIDI token is a utility token. The product is not considered a digital currency, 

security, commodity or any other type of financial instruments and it was not 

registered according to the Securities Law of any of the US States or any other 

country, including Securities Law of the state where a potential token holder is a 

resident.

6. The VIDI token is not intended for sale or use in any jurisdiction where sales or 

use of digital tokens may be prohibited.

7. The VIDI token does not entail any other rights in any form, including but not 

limited to, possession, distribution, cancellation, liquidation, acquisition of property 

(including all forms of intellectual property), or any other financial or legal rights, 

save those that are specifically described in this White Paper.
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8. Some statements, estimates and financial information in this White Paper are 

based on future projections. Such statements or information include known and 

unknown risks and uncertainties, realization of which may lead to actual events or 

results being considerably different to the estimates or results that were implied 

or explicitly expressed in the initial projections.

9. This White Paper can be amended to provide more detailed information. The 

technical documentation in English is the primary official source of information 

about the VIDI token.

10. If this paper is translated into other languages or the information is used either 

in writing or verbal communication with existing and prospective clients, partners 

or other individuals. In case of any conflict or discrepancies found in such 

translations and the official document in English, the latter takes precedence.

11. This White Paper can be updated or changed. In these circumstances, the latest 

version takes precedence over previous versions. VIDION does not pledge to notify 

about any such changes. The most recent version of the White Paper in English 

can be found on the project website. Although we take every effort to ensure that 

all information in the White Paper is accurate and up-to-date at the moment of 

version release, this paper is not an alternative to consulting an independent third 

party.
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